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Motivation

 Advancements in DAS fiber technology have driven gauge 
lengths down. 

 Moves DAS closer to a true elastic technology providing 
6C sensing.

 Important to understand the effect reduced gauge lengths 
have on inversion results. 
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Distributed Acoustic Sensing

𝜖𝜖
𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

 DAS uses an optical fibre to make 
measurements of seismic strain

 Fibres are only sensitive to strain 
along the tangent of the fibre

 Measurements are spatially 
averaged over the gauge length to 
improve SNR

Gauge length
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Full waveform inversion

S†𝜆𝜆 = 𝐑𝐑T(𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑 − 𝐝𝐝)
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Receiver Matrix (R)

Geophones DAS
 Samples displacement wavefield at 

location of geophones
 Computes strain from displacement 

wavefields.
 Computes fibre strain, using fibre

geometry. 
 Invokes gauge length averaging of fibre

sensitivity.
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Distributed Acoustic Sensing – Basic Principles 

Interrogator

𝐄𝐄𝟏𝟏(𝐭𝐭) 𝐄𝐄𝟐𝟐(𝐭𝐭)
ϕ(t)

𝐳𝐳𝟎𝟎
𝚫𝚫𝐳𝐳

𝐳𝐳𝟏𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝐳𝐳𝟐𝟐𝟎𝟎

FiberLaser
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Distributed Acoustic Sensing – Gauge Length

Interrogator

𝐄𝐄𝟏𝟏(𝐭𝐭) 𝐄𝐄𝟐𝟐(𝐭𝐭)ϕ1

𝐳𝐳𝟎𝟎

𝐆𝐆𝐆𝐆

𝐳𝐳𝟏𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝐳𝐳𝟐𝟐𝟎𝟎

ϕ2 ϕN⋯

FiberLaser
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Toy Model: DAS data inversion, 19 degree lead angle (1:4)

 Sensitivity is constant over the gauge length

 Fibers of this type have no sensitivity to shear strain components
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Toy Model: DAS data inversion, 35 degree lead angle (1:1)

𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜖𝜖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝜖𝜖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 = ∇ ⋅ 𝑢𝑢

 If sensitivity to 𝜖𝜖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 and 𝜖𝜖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 are equal, then fibers of this type are fully 
shear wave blind
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Toy Model: DAS data inversion, asymmetric fibre (2:1:2)

 Access to shear strain components possible through complex fiber 
geometry
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Toy Model: DAS data inversion, 19 degree lead angle (1:4)
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Effect of small gauge length (GL << fiber period)

GL GL
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Effect of zero gauge length
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Zero GL vs long GL comparison to full elastic geophone results 

Buried 
Geophone 

Buried DAS 
Long GL

Buried DAS 
Zero GL
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Zero GL vs long GL comparison to full elastic geophone results 

𝜖𝜖 =
𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘 −𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡
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2
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Zero GL vs long GL comparison to full elastic geophone results 
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Zero GL vs long GL comparison to full elastic geophone results 
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Zero GL vs long GL Marmousi2 

Buried DAS Long GL

Buried DAS Zero GL

True Model
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Conclusions + Future Work

 Reduction in gauge lengths bring DAS closer to a true 6C 
sensor. 

 How low do gauge lengths need to come for DAS FWI to 
approach geophone FWI?

 How many points per period is optimal for DAS FWI?

 Can short gauge lengths expand the applications of DAS 
for FWI?

 Are certain fiber geometries best for short GL? 
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